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ABSTRACT

Water resources can be utilized effectively with the help of dams, for various purposes such as hydroelectricity, water supply to human settlements, irrigation, flood-control etc. However, they may also create problems such as changes in water quality, alteration of the aquatic ecosystems, disruption of production systems and displacement of people. Therefore, dams are often perceived differently by different people and may become the subject of hot debates.

This thesis explores biological, social and political aspects of dams in three different chapters or papers. Paper III deals with the political ecology aspect of the dam and is attached herewith as an annex.

Paper I deals with the biological aspect of Tinau dam in Nepal. Macroinvertebrate taxonomic composition, eco-morphological habitat descriptions and substrate composition were assessed above and below a small dam in order to relate biotic conditions to dam impact. Four sites, one above, one within the reservoir and two below the dam were selected for the sampling of macroinvertebrates. The Nepalese Biotic Score (NEPBIOS) method was used for the biological water quality assessment. Attempts were made to test other bioassessment methods. Both qualitative and quantitative samplings of macroinvertebrates were done in all four sites. Macroinvertebrates were identified to the family level for bioassessment of river water. Considerable variability in macroinvertebrate assemblages was found among the different sites. The most abundant group of macroinvertebrates among the total collection were of the family Chironomidae (~49.0%) followed by Baetidae (~14.0%) and Leptophlebidae (~11.5%) (N= 2120). Some of the groups of macroinvertebrates showed significant relationship with the microhabitat, e.g., Baetidae and Heptageniidae have shown significant variability with the substrate composition.

The main aim of Paper II is to provide information about the Tinau river resources and the impact of the dam on their utilization. The methods adopted to gather this information included questionnaire survey, interviews with key informants, group discussions, direct observations and secondary data collection. The main river resources, as perceived by the local people, are sand/stone extraction and fishing which are of value for them from an economic point of view. Other uses of the river resources are drinking water supply, irrigation, swimming, washing and bathing etc. According to the surveyed people, there are negligible negative impacts of the existing dam on the utilization of these resources. In their opinion, some of the fishing methods like poisoning, electro-fishing and dynamiting are destructive to the quality of river water. Local people are managing resources like sand, stones and fish through the local government body.
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Synopsis: A Synthesis of Biology, Sociology and Political Ecology Papers

Dams are one of the essential infrastructures for many nations for their prosperity in many aspects. But there are often hot debates behind the construction of these dams by considering the negative impacts they impart. Dam construction has both pros and cons in relation to the environment as well as the society.

This thesis, therefore, attempts to cover both of these aspects in an interdisciplinary approach based upon an empirical field study conducted in the Tinau River, Nepal in October 2002. The interdisciplinary approach has many self-contained benefits that helps to bridge the fragmented disciplines, has greater flexibility in the research, fills the gaps in the modern academics (Nissani, 1997). Some of the problems need the help of interdisciplinary approach to be solved it in a meaningful way.

Biological criteria have been used in the management of water resources in many parts of the world. These criteria can use variety of biological indicators to measure water resource conditions for different purposes, e.g., biological restoration goals, establishing baseline for natural resource damage assessment (NRDA) etc (Simon, 2000). The criteria set in the form of environmental awareness, thus health condition, are highly related with the socio-economic condition and educational level of the people (Preston et al., 2000). In this way, the two topics of this thesis are interrelated such that they can be carried out in a parallel way.

The thesis contains two papers in the main body and another paper as an annex. The first part basically describes biological conditions of the study area and the second part deals with social aspects. The third paper in the annex addresses the political ecology of dams. All of the papers revolve around subject area, i.e., the impacts of dams. It is difficult to merge every aspect of biology and sociology in the same paper, but it is possible to link them in an interdisciplinary or a multidisciplinary way, which is the main target of this thesis.
The first paper has attempted to reveal the biological conditions of the river by using benthic macroinvertebrates as the basis of the study. Such kind of bioassessment of surface water has been started more than a century ago (Rosenberg and Resh, 1993; Sharma and Moog, 1996). Bioassessment approach of study has been widely used and gained acceptance in Australia, North America and Europe, while it is in an infancy stage in the context of Asia (Dudgeon, 1999; Rosenberg and Resh, 1993; Whiles et al, 2000).

The second paper supplements the first paper from the sociological aspect that deal with the river resources and their management. It mainly focuses on the participation of local people in management of these resources through the local government.

The third paper (as an annex) has explained local perception of the small dam based on the empirical studies. There has been an attempt to compare the small dam (Tinau dam) and a large dam (Arun III) in Nepal from a political ecology angle.

**Problem Statement**

There is always a crucial need for water for different purposes from household to the industrial level. Surface water is one of the great potentials for all these needs, and therefore, it is vital to know the quality of the water before using it. In most parts of the world, water from rivers and lakes have been utilised by urban as well as rural people. Tinau River is also one of these rivers from which water is supplied to human settlements for drinking and other household purposes. And if water is supplied for the drinking purpose, it must be tested regarding its quality before supplying to the people. This thesis is an attempt to fulfil the same purpose.
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